Robust segmentation for non-elongated tissues in medical images is hard to realize due to the large variation of the shape, size, and appearance of these tissues in different patients. In this paper, we present an end-to-end trainable deep segmentation model termed Crossover-Net for robust segmentation in medical images. Our proposed model is inspired by an insightful observation: during segmentation, the representation from the horizontal and vertical directions can provide different local appearance and orthogonality context information, which helps enhance the discrimination between different tissues by simultaneously learning from these two directions. Specifically, by converting the segmentation task to a pixel/voxel-wise prediction problem, firstly, we originally propose a cross-shaped patch, namely crossover-patch, which consists of a pair of (orthogonal and overlapped) vertical and horizontal patches, to capture the orthogonal vertical and horizontal relation. Then, we develop the Crossover-Net to learn the vertical-horizontal crossover relation captured by our crossover-patches. To achieve this goal, for learning the representation on a typical crossover-patch, we design a novel loss function to (1) impose the consistency on the overlap region of the vertical and horizontal patches and (2) preserve the diversity on their non-overlap regions. We have extensively evaluated our method on CT kidney tumor, MR cardiac, and X-ray breast mass segmentation tasks. Promising results are achieved according to our extensive evaluation and comparison with the state-of-the-art segmentation models.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N medical images, e.g., computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and X-ray images, segmentation of non-elongated tissues is a significant yet challenging task. Basically, the representative non-elongated tissues contain the liver, heart, kidney, and brain, etc. The purpose of segmenting these tissues is to provide the position, size, and intensity information to physicians for the subsequent diagnosis of liver cancer, cardiac disease, etc. Unfortunately, due to the subjective (e.g., inaccurate delineation) and objective (e.g., massive images) factors, manual delineation is not desirable in clinical practice. Therefore, automatic segmentation methods for non-elongated tissues are in a great demand according to the aforementioned issues. However, it is known that the Qian segmentation of these tissues in an automatic manner is a challenging task. Taking kidney tumors in CT images as an example, as shown in Fig. 1 , the tumors could possibly appear anywhere in the kidney with different sizes, shapes and textures. Also, the intensity varies significantly even within the same tumor. In fact, most types of tumors also show these aforementioned characteristics as kidney tumors, such as Xray breast masses (Fig. 1) . These characteristics pose a great challenge for segmentation methods. To clearly illustrate this observation, we also list some representative examples of MR cardiac images in Fig. 1 . It is obvious that the boundaries of the left ventricle endocardium and epicardium are fuzzy in a similar way.
Recently, many methods have been proposed to segment these non-elongated tissues, while these aforementioned challenges largely restrict the performance of the existing methods [1] - [6] . Common models designed for general medical image segmentation (e.g., U-Net [7] , SegCaps [8] ) could not obtain very satisfactory results when they are directly applied to segment these tissues according to our following evaluation. To solve the above problems, we have developed Crossbar-Net [9] to segment kidney tumors in CT images, showing the promising results. However, the Crossbar-Net follows a conventional cascaded learning framework, where several submodels are required to be trained round by round. Besides, the two orthogonal patches in Crossbar-Net are utilized separately and the information in the overlap region is thus ignored. As a step further, in this study, we wish to propose a more efficient and effective convolutional neural network (CNN) to segment non-elongated tissues. To achieve this goal, we intend to take into account the following two issues:
• End-to-end Training. To reduce (1) the high computational burden and (2) the invertible influence from the different settings caused by the cascaded training, we wish to design a double-branch segmentation model to encode the vertical and horizontal information that could be trained in an end-to-end manner. • Efficient Modeling. Since separately sampling and uti-lizing the vertical and horizontal patches might waste the overlap region and bring in a large quantity of redundant patches, we try to learn a consistent representation between the vertical and horizontal patches if they have an overlap region, which could largely improve the utilization of information. According to the above analysis, we propose an orthogonal patch pair in this paper, namely crossover-patch (see Fig. 1 ). Basically, a crossover-patch consists of a vertical patch and a horizontal patch, with each patch fully covering the whole tissue along one direction (i.e., vertical or horizontal) from side-to-side. Based on the crossover-patch, we construct an end-to-end deep segmentation model, termed as Crossover-Net, to convert the segmentation task to a pixel/voxel-wise classification problem. Specifically, our Crossover-Net intends to classify the central pixel of a crossover-patch belonging to the target tissue or not. For a given pixel, the vertical and horizontal patches of its corresponding crossover-patch are utilized as a whole in Crossover-Net. Overall, the technical contributions of this work can be summarized into the following four folds:
• For a given location (i.e., pixel or voxel) in the medical image, our proposed crossover-patch can not only capture the vertical and horizontal information separately but also provide the crossover relation information to Crossover-Net for the efficient and discriminative learning. • Our Crossover-Net is a dual-branch end-to-end segmentation model. Our model can learn the feature representation of the cross-shaped patches from two directions simultaneously. We also notice that if the feature representation in one direction is not discriminative enough, the other direction could benefit the current one from a complement perspective. • We design a novel loss function with the goal of making the feature representations learned from (1) the overlap region of each crossover-patch as consistent as possible, while (2) the non-overlap regions of the patch as different as possible. Thus, the target-guided information could be effectively highlighted. • Our model is easy to implement. According to our evaluation, our model can achieve the promising performance on various non-elongated tissue segmentation tasks.
II. RELATED WORK Previous CNN-based segmentation methods can be roughly classified into two categories: the image-based models and the patch-based models. For the image-based models, the fully convolutional network (FCN) proposed in [10] and its variants are widely used in various image segmentation tasks. Among all the FCN-style structure, for medical image segmentation, the U-Net [7] is a representative model. Currently, many state-of-the-art segmentation models are inspired by the merits of U-Net. For example, Lalonde et al. [8] designed a common model based on U-Net with capsules, SegCaps, which achieved promising results in many segmentation tasks. Similarly, the H-DenseUNet [11] is a hybrid U-Net model to fuse 2D and 3D features for liver tumor segmentation in CT images. For the patch-based model, Ciresan et al. [12] employed multiple deep networks to segment biological neuron membranes by extracting the square patches in multiscales using sliding-window. Wang et al. [13] devised a multibranch CNN model to segment the lung nodules. Shi et al. [14] proposed a cascaded deep domain adaptation model to segment the prostate in CT images.
Recently, training deep models in a multi-scale or multibranch manner to extract comprehensive features has aroused considerable interests. For example, Havaei et al. [15] and Razzak et al. [16] segmented the brain tumors with a twopathway CNN architecture. Similarly, Moeskops et al. [17] presented a multi-scale approach to segmenting MR brain images. Also, Kamnitsas et al. [18] proposed a multi-scale 3D-CNN with two parallel pathways to segment brain lesions. In [19] , a multi-channel multi-scale CNN model was designed to reconstruct the plane-wave ultrasound images. Bien et al. [20] also developed a multi-branch model, namely MRNet, to detect the general abnormalities and specific diagnoses on knee MR images. All these methods utilize the multiscale input data to obtain high accuracy, and some other methods aggregate multi-scale features from a single input data to achieve good performance. For instance, Lin et al. [21] designed a multi-scale context intertwining strategy to aggregate features from different scales for pixel level semantic segmentation. Huang et al. [22] cropped multi-level features for colorectal tumor segmentation task. Also, methods in [23] - [27] propagated and fused multi-scale features to construct different scale context for accurate segmentation.
From the perspective of the loss function, beyond traditional loss functions (e.g., the cross-entropy loss, the logistic loss, and the mean squared error loss), it is a new trend to design special loss functions to improve the performance of a deep segmentation model by using the prior knowledge of the segmentation task. For instance, in V-Net [28] (a typical 3D medical image segmentation model), a Dice similarity loss function was utilized to segment the MR prostate. Also, in 3D RU-Net [22] , a hybrid Dice-based loss function was designed to help the model to locate the region of interesting (ROI) and segment the colorectal tumor simultaneously. In addition, a linear combination loss was introduced to train the CNN model for cardiac segmentation in [29] . Cholakkal et al. [30] also proposed two special terms in their loss function to get desirable result in instance segmentation. Thus, leveraging these specific information could help improve the performance of the model. Our loss function is designed based on our proposed crossover-patch.
Our proposed method has a large difference with previous segmentation methods. Specifically, compared with the previous methods, the major distinctions of Crossover-Net are (1) our sampled patch is cross-shaped, (2) our model learns the representation from two directions simultaneously in an endto-end manner, and (3) our loss function is able to make full use of the proposed crossover-patches.
III. OUR METHOD A. The Architecture of Crossover-Net
As aforementioned, our Crossover-Net includes two branches, i.e., vertical branch and horizontal branch, trained by crossover-patches (see Fig. 2 ). Here, for CT kidney tumor segmentation, we set the size of the orthogonal patch pair to 100 × 20 and 20 × 100, respectively. Both the numbers of kernels and feature maps are experimentally determined by the rough inner cross-validation.
In particular, each branch consists of seven convolutional layers, two max pooling layers, and one linear regression layer. Also, each convolutional layer is followed by the dropout [31] operation, the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [32] activation and performed with stride of one and without any padding. Considering the size of our sampled patch is non-square, we set the convolutional kernels of each convolutional layer to be nonsquare for the consistency. The pooling operation is performed with stride of two and without any padding. The number and size of feature maps and the size of kernels in each layer are indicated in Fig. 2 . After the last convolutional operation ( Fig.  2, conv 7 ), the last layer in each branch becomes a patch-topixel mapping with 500 units being included. We concatenate the last layer of each branch directly, namely the predictionloss layer, to combine the two branches (i.e., vertical branch and horizontal branch) together. The prediction-loss layer is required to be involved in the loss calculation. The purpose of this design is to capture high-level context information efficiently since features extracted by deep layers are more abstracted. Meanwhile, we also insert two crossover-loss layers (the green and blue layers in Fig. 2 ) at the shallow or middle layers to capture the local information to contribute to the loss calculation. Thus, based on the prediction-loss layer and the crossover-loss layer, the last layer of the model outputs the probability of the central pixel of current crossover-patch belonging to tumor.
It is worth noting that the structure of each branch could be easily modified according to different scenarios. As for which layer can be taken as the crossover-loss layer, we introduce it in Section III-B and discuss this issue in Section IV.
B. Loss Function
Formally, our loss function integrates two terms:
• The first one is the prediction loss term to measure if the prediction of Crossover-Net is correct according to the given ground truth in the training process. This term focuses on the global context, thus its corresponding prediction-loss layer is calculated on the last convolutional layer. • The second one is the constraint loss term which is calculated based on the crossover-loss layer. This term is designed according to the shape of crossover-patch. For each crossover-patch, there is an overlap region between the vertical and horizontal patches. We impose (i) the features learned by one branch from the overlap region to be similar to that of the other branch in the same layer, while (ii) the features learned from the end regions of vertical and horizontal patches are encouraged to preserve the diversity on these regions. To achieve this purpose, the spatial structural details are taken into consideration. The constraint term is designed to utilize these details. We set the corresponding crossover-loss layer on the shallow or middle layers since more local information is learned on these layers. To find which layer is desirable, we have evaluated the segmentation performance layer by layer (Section IV-D). In the kidney tumor case in Fig. 2 , the middle layer in each branch, i.e., conv 3 , is more suitable.
Thus, we define our loss function as the combination of the prediction loss L pre and constraint loss L cs as follows:
Formally, the prediction loss term L pre is defined by the popularly used cross-entropy loss as follows:
where n is the number of training patches, y (i) and y (i) are the ground truth and predicted label of the central pixel in the ith patch, respectively. We define the constraint loss term L cs in Eq. (1) based on the crossover-loss layer. As shown in Fig. 3 , we illustrate each crossover-loss layer of the two branches in detail. In the crossover-loss layer of the vertical branch, two ends of each feature map correspond to the two ends of the vertical patch in the first layer, which are denoted as F V e . Meanwhile, there is also a part which is mapped from the overlap region of crossover-patch, namely F V c . The counterparts in horizontal branch of F V e and F V c are denoted as F H e and F H c , respectively. Then, we make a diagrammatic drawing for the constraint loss term in Fig. 4 . Specifically, for the ith training crossover-patch, let M
and F H e , respectively. We can define the L cs as
(3) Now, we describe how to determine the size of the four matrices in Eq. (3). Taking the crossover-loss layer of vertical branch as an example here, the F V c in Fig. 5 is the region that is influenced significantly by the overlap region of the crossover-patch (the cyan region). That is to say, in one feature map, we need to search the region whose receptive region on the input layer is closest to the overlap region. As shown in Fig. 5 , r 1 and r 2 denote the start and end row of F V c with R 1 and R 2 being the row numbers of its receptive region, and R c1 , R c2 being row numbers of the overlap region. Before searching the target F V c , let we reiterate the configuration of our model: stride with 1 and no padding in the convolutional process, and stride with 2, filter size being 2×2 and no padding in the pooling process. Under this circumstance, assuming r 1 and r 2 are known, R 1 and R 2 can be calculated by Algorithm 1. The r 1 and r 2 are our targets which make the R 1 and R 2 closest to R c1 , R c2 in Fig. 5 . Then, the size of F V e is set the same as that of He are 64 × 4 × 6, 64 × 8 × 6 (the two F V e in each feature map are concatenated), 64 × 6 × 4 and 64 × 6 × 8 (the two F H e are concatenated), respectively. Please note that, these values could be changed according the structure of the model.
C. Crossover-patch Sampling Strategy
The performance of segmentation models in medical images largely depends on how they are aware of the boundary, however, it is usually considered to be hard to segment the tissue Algorithm 1 Calculation of Receptive Region Input:
Index of the crossover-loss layer in the branch: l; Start and end row of F V c : r 1 and r 2 ; Height of filters in each convolutional layer: h Output:
Receptive region row numbers of F V c : R 1 and R 2 ;
if the former layer is pooling layer then 4: boundaries in practice [33] . Thus, any effort is worth doing as long as it helps to distinguish the boundary, including sampling training patches in a more effective manner. Therefore, we focus on the pixels which are distributed around the tumor boundary and set them be the centers of the crossover-patches.
Specifically, we first select pixels densely around the boundary (both outside and inside) and uniformly inside the tumor. Then, we select pixels sparsely outside the target tissue: the further away from the boundary, the sparser the pixels are selected. In this way, the number of patches closer to the boundary is increased, and the number of those redundant patches far away from the tumor is reduced. We illustrate some typical samples in Fig. 6 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we extensively validate our contribution qualitatively and quantitatively. First, the datasets and the evaluation criteria are briefly introduced. Then, the characteristics of Crossover-Net are fully investigated. After that, we evaluate the performance of Crossover-Net in non-elongated tissue segmentation tasks by comparing with the state-ofthe-art methods in three tasks, i.e., the kidney tumor, breast mass, and cardiac segmentation tasks. Finally, we discuss the difference between patch-based and image-based model.
A. Datasets
Kidney Tumor. The abdominal CT angiographic images are acquired on a Siemens dual-source 64-slice CT scanner. Totally, 4,046 slices of 74 subjects are used in this experiment, with one or two tumors per slice. Each slice is 512 × 512 × L, where L ∈ [20, 106] is the number of sampling slices along the long axis of the body. We randomly divide the data set into three parts for training, validation, and testing. Since the data set contains many types of tumors and each type has certain characteristics, although the data sets are randomly extracted, it should be ensured that at least one case in the training set is of the same type with the test set. In addition, because kidney tumors are growing on both sides of the spine and below the front and back mid-line of the abdominal cavity, we sampled only in the second half of the abdominal cavity during the test procedure, with the left tumor being sampled on the right side of the spine and vice versa. Breast Mass. Two publicly available mammogram datasets, INbreast [34] , [35] and DDSM [36] - [38] are used here.
The images in INBreast are annotated with high quality. This dataset provides 116 images with one or two masses per image and the size of each image is 3, 328 × 4, 084 or 2, 560 × 3, 328. We generate a bounding box for each mass according to their annotations. The whole dataset is divided into two mutually exclusive equal subsets for training and test. For the DDSM, there are 1,923 malignant and benign cases, and each case includes two images of each breast. ROIs are given in images containing suspicious areas. Since the ROI is not the accurate boundary of a tumor, the boundary of each tumor is annotated again as the ground truth by the experienced radiologists.
In most of the deep methods which segment INBreast and DDSM, each image is cropped to the bounding box [2] , [39] or 1.2 times of the bounding box [35] . We crop the images in the same manner with [35] . If there are some crossoverpatches being extracted outside the image, the outside parts are filled with black. An example is shown in Fig. 7 .
Cardiac. We also evaluate our Crossover-Net on a public benchmark dataset of cardiac MR sequences [40] . This dataset consists of 7,980 MR images for 33 individuals, with each image being 256 × 256. In the cardiac image, the boundary of the left ventricle (LV) cave (i.e., endocardium) and the myocardium (MYO, enclosed by endocardium and epicardium) are targets of segmentation. In each image, endocardial and epicardial contours are provided as the ground truth.
B. Implementation Details
For the scale of crossover-patch on these three datasets, we set the size of patch pair to 20×100 and 100×20 on kidney and cardiac datasets. The structure of the model has been shown in Fig. 2 . As for the INBreast and DDSM, according to the observation about the size of masses, the crossover-patch is set to 68 × 340 and 340 × 68. For the large patches of the mammography, the depth of the model is also large. There are eleven convolutional layers, three max pooling layers, and one linear layer in each branch. The learning rate of all models is set to 0.0001. Each sub-model reaches its convergence within 16, 18, and 15 epochs on kidney, cardiac, and breast data, respectively. The training and test procedure is repeated three times in all experiments for the credibility of the segmentation. In each time, the training, validation and test sets are selected randomly in kidney and cardiac data and DDSM. Due to the limited number, there is no validation set on INBreast. We report the final average performance. All deep models are implemented on a GPU server with NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti.
We train the Crossover-Net with the standard back propagation. The model weights are first initialized with the Xavier algorithm [41] which can determine the initialization scale according to the number of input and output neurons automatically [42] . In order to minimize the loss function, the parameters are updated by employing the stochastic gradient descent algorithm during the training procedure.
C. Evaluation Criteria
We employ four popular criteria to evaluate the performance of different methods, i.e., the Dice ratio score (DSC), the Hausdorff distance (HD), the over-segmentation ratio (OR) and the under-segmentation ratio (UR). The DSC is used to measure the overlap between final prediction and manual segmentation. The HD indicates the max min Euclidean distance between each pixel of the segmentation result and the manual result. A smaller HD indicates a higher proximity between ground truth and the segmentation result. Please refer to [22] , [43] for more details of these four criteria.
D. Characteristics of Crossover-Net
We conduct the extensive experiment on the kidney tumor dataset to fully investigate our proposed model which include the aspects of crossover-patch, loss function and crossover-loss layer.
• Advantages of Crossover-patch. The advantage of crossover-patches is relative to the square patches and the vertical or horizontal patches (a crossbar patch in [9] is essentially a separate vertical or horizontal patch since they are used separately). Similarly, one comparison object of learning from two directions is the performance of learning from single direction. Both the learning based on square patches and vertical (horizontal) patches are the manner of learning from a single direction. Therefore, we carry out the experiment with square patches, vertical and horizontal patches, and crossoverpatches, respectively. In addition, simply combining the results of the vertical and horizontal patch-based networks is also a way to learn from two directions.
Specifically, the two branches of Crossover-Net are taken out to form two separate networks with the vertical and horizontal patches being their input data, respectively. Then, we set the size of square patches to 28 × 28, 56 × 56 and 100 × 100. The size of filters in the corresponding networks are set to 3 × 3, and other parameters are set the same as Crossover-Net. Here, the cross-entropy loss function is used in all networks. Also, for fair comparison, we run Crossover-Net on crossover-patches only with cross-entropy loss function. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . From the figure, we could observe that (1) the vertical network outperforms the horizontal network, indicating that the vertical features are more discriminative than the horizontal features on this dataset.
(2) The DSC of the combination of the separated vertical and horizontal networks has not been improved considerably compared with the single vertical one. (3) Our Crossover-Net achieves the remarkable performance. Our patch could provide background-object-background symmetric information from long-side in orthogonal directions, leading to a complement between patch pair of the crossover-patch. Thus, it is reasonable that our model outperforms the single vertical and horizontal networks and the combination of these two models. (4) The DSCs of the three square-patch CNNs are much lower than other models. We also note that although the 100 × 100 patch is large enough to cover the long-side of our crossoverpatch, it has not outperformed the other two small square patches significantly. This observation shows that a large patch does not mean the desirable result.
• Advantage of Loss Function. Next, we verify the effectiveness of the loss function. We implement our model with three types of loss functions respectively which are MSE loss, cross-entropy loss, and both cross-entropy and constraint loss. The segmentation results are shown in Fig. 8 . Obviously, the third model outperforms the former two. It also can be seen that the cross-entropy loss is slightly better for kidney tumor segmentation compared with the MSE loss. In addition, the performances of our model with different loss functions are all superior to that of the single vertical and single horizontal models. This result further indicates that learning from two directions simultaneously is better than learning from a single direction.
It is worth noting that the constraint loss also includes two terms, as shown in Eq. 3 and we name the second one as end-constraint term. The end-constraint term aims to make features learned from end regions of crossover-patch in each branch as different as possible. This is designed based on the assumption that the ends of the vertical patch are usually dissimilar with the ends of its corresponding horizontal patch. However, sometimes they might be similar. For instance, in DDSM dataset, the size of most masses is larger than the long side of our crossover-patch (340 pixels) and many benign masses are uniform in gray. Hence a large number of patches are completely contained within the mass and many vertical patches might be similar to their corresponding horizontal patches. This might lead the end-constraint term to have a negative impact on the performance of our model on this dataset. Therefore, we implement Crossover-Net with all loss terms and without the end-constraint term, respectively. As expected, the former outperforms the latter on all datasets except for DDSM ( Fig. 9 ). Nevertheless, this observation does not mean that our loss function is not suitable for the DDSM dataset. We expand the cropped region of this dataset from 1.2 times of the bounding box to 2 times. Then, we change the patch size from 68 × 340 and 340 × 68 to 50 × 500 and 500 × 50, large enough to cover most masses in long side. As is illustrated in Fig. 9 , the changes of DSC on DDSM with large patches is now consistent with that on the other two datasets, fully exhibiting the good fitness between our loss function and the DDSM. For this dataset, we will report the performance of our model with small patches in Section IV-F for its favorable competitiveness compared with other methods specially designed for breast mass segmentation.
• Advantage of Crossover-loss Layer. The crossover-loss layer is designed to enforce the constraint loss term which concerns the low-level features. So this layer should be designed at the shallow layers. As for which layer should be chosen, we determine it by evaluating the segmentation accuracy of Crossover-Net with each convolutional layer being chosen from the lowest to the middle. Seven and eleven convolutional layers are included in our model for kidney tumor and breast mass segmentation, respectively. The cardiac dataset uses the same architecture with the kidney tumor dataset. We record the DSC of the model with the crossover-loss layer being set on different layers for these segmentation tasks (Fig.  10) . Obviously, the accuracy is desirable when the crossoverloss layer is set on the middle layers. Both discriminative information and noise are included in the low-level features, and this might be the reason why the shallow layers cannot compete with the middle layers. In the deep layers, the degree of abstraction of features is increased. Thus, the advantage of the crossover-loss term is reduced, resulting in a decrease or no significant improvement in the segmentation accuracy. [7] 0.839 13.020 0.108 0.169 V-Net [28] 0.885 10.440 0.065 0.152 SegCaps [8] 0.875 10.500 0.072 0.159 2PG-CNN [16] 0.882 11.320 0.080 0.128 3D-CNN [44] 0 
E. The Results on Kidney Tumor Segmentation
First, we compare with the methods specifically designed for kidney tumor segmentation, i.e., 3D-FCN-PPM [1] and our previous work Crossbar-Net [9] . In 3D-FCN-PPM, we extract ROIs manually and re-implement this 3D method as faithfully to the original manuscript as possible. We also choose several state-of-the-art methods designed for other segmentation tasks. The first is 2PG-CNN [16] . For this method, we refer to the code implemented in [45] . The second is the basic 3D-CNN [44] , in which the input 3D patches are 50 × 50 × 5 and 100 × 100 × 10 and the size of the convolutional kernels is 3 × 3 × 3. The third is U-Net [7] . The fourth is V-Net [28] which is a 3D segmentation model based on U-Net. The fifth is SegCaps [8] which is a capsule network specially designed for object segmentation based on U-Net.
The quantitative results of different approaches are listed in Table I . We have four major observations from this table.
(1) The Crossover-Net provides better performance compared with other methods, with higher DSC and smaller HD, OR and UR. U-Net, 3D-FCN-PPM, and 3D-CNN exhibit similar performance. The Crossbar-Net also learns from two directions by majority voting of several sub-models, and its errors are slightly worse than those of Crossover-Net with more complex training and test procedures. (2) Although the SegCaps and 2PG-CNN are 2D methods, they perform competitively with V-Net. (3) Both 3D-CNN and 2PG-CNN are multi-scale patched-based methods, while the performance of the former, which utilizes the spatial information, is slightly inferior to that of the later. Considering that kidney tumors have a certain degree of symmetry, it is reasonable to suspect that the rotation invariance property of 2PG-CNN contributes to the good performance of the model. (4) In the aspect of under segmentation, the image-based models are slightly inferior to the patch-based methods.
To fully observe the detailed segmentation of each method, we randomly sample 600 images from one test set. The kernel density estimation of DSC of all compared methods on these images is depicted in Fig. 11 . In this figure, all the 3D-FCN- 
Method
INbreast DDSM Dhungel et al. [39] 0.8800 0.8700 Crossbar-Net [9] 0.9013 0.9122 Cross-sensor [35] 0.9000 0.9000 AM-FCN [2] 0.9097 0.9130 Zhang et al. [3] -0.9118 Crossover-Net 0.9126 0.9250 Fig. 12 . For each tumor, the three phases (i.e., CMP, EP and NP) are listed. Obviously, even the tumors vary greatly between different phases and different subjects, the predictions of Crossover-Net are still close to the ground truth.
F. The Results on Breast Mass Segmentation
The Crossbar-Net [9] and other four state-of-the-art methods designed especially for breast mass segmentation are employed for comparison. We take the DSC values of [2] , [3] , [35] , [39] from their original paper. As is shown in Table II , Crossover-Net is competitive with other methods on both datasets. We also illustrate some visual examples in Fig. 13 . The results indicate that the prediction of our method are closest to the ground truth. Although there are some masses with burring boundary (the first row in Fig. 13 ), our Crossover-Net still performs well. Besides, just as mentioned in Section IV-D, many masses in DDSM are over 400 pixels in diameter, larger than the long side of the crossover-patches (340 pixels). Thus, the symmetry property of masses could not be fully captured by patches, while the segmentation results are still desirable. So, the performance of Crossover-Net is quite robust.
G. The Results on Cardiac Segmentation
The quantified results of Crossover-Net and five state-of-theart methods [6] , [ applied on different datasets. We report the best records of these methods according to their original literatures. We would analyze the potential phenomena rather than simply compare the evaluation criteria. Firstly, although several methods have been proposed over the past two years, the segmentation results have not improved significantly. Secondly, the image-based method occupies a major position in cardiac segmentation, and mostly uses a coarse-to-fine model. Generally, coarse-to-fine models are usually used in the small target segmentation tasks for the small area fraction and a variable shape, such as pancreas segmentation. Unlike the pancreas, the fraction of the heart in the 256×256 image is not very small, and the shape of the heart among each subject is relatively regular. With these advantages, the 2-stage method is still used and the performance is not greatly improved. This phenomenon can only indicate that the boundary of the target is difficult to segment. Then, between the endocardium and the myocardium, which is the hard one? As is illustrated in Table  III , the DSC of the LV in each method is generally higher than that of the MYO. Considering that the segmentation accuracy of MYO is together determined by that of endocardium and epicardium while the DSC on LV cave is decided by endocardial segmentation, we can get that it is the boundary of the epicardium that is hard to segment. Naturally, the local details will be involved when the boundary information is mentioned. Once again, the image-based methods lose some local information, especially the boundary details, leading to a large HD. Since the datasets of the various methods are not the same, it is not very meaningful to simply compare the values of DSC and HD. However, although the performance of Crossover-Net is not the best one, our model has a closest DSC between LV and MYO, which indicates Crossover-Net has a relatively good performance on the epicardium segmentation. Therefore, as an end-to-end single-step model, Crossover-Net has a superior learning ability on boundary detail information than the imaged-based 2-stage models.
Also, we show some typical results on epicardial segmentation of eight subjects in Fig. 14, with four images for each subject. It can be seen that our segmentation results could fit the ground truth accurately.
H. Discussion
Since the FCN model was proposed, the image-based models have become the mainstream methods in segmentation fields, and the patch-based models tend to be gradually replaced by image-based methods. Although the patch-based models still take some role in the field of medical image segmentation, less and less work has been published in the past two years. Different from natural image segmentation,
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Prediction of Crossover-Net we usually have higher requirements for the accuracy of the tissue boundary segmentation. So, pixel-level segmentation/delineation is greatly required in medical image segmentation. The image-based model inevitably brings a lot of interference and noise while introducing rich contextual information. We have verified through extensive experiments that such models are easy to under-segment or ignore the small tumor and lose the boundary detail information. On the contrary, the patch-based models can help us to capture the pixel-centered information, hence we could expect them to meet our high requirements on tissue boundaries. Therefore, the patch-based methods should not be abounded in the medical image segmentation field. Usually, the computational cost is the main aspect of the patch-based models being questioned. We have taken corresponding measures to reduce the cost in our model. For example, in sampling strategy (Section III-C), only patches with discriminative information are selected for training, with redundancy being reduced greatly. Additionally, for tissues like kidney tumor or left ventricle, there is always a sequence of images included in each case. In each sequence, the difference between adjacent images is generally small, hence we could sample crossover-patches every other images. Thus, the training data could be reduced by half, further reducing redundancy. In contrast to our Crossover-Net, the image-based methods not only require all images of each sequence to participate in training, but also need to augment the training data in the way of translating, rotating, reflecting, etc, otherwise the model will be over-fitting. But we cannot guarantee that these augmentation operations will definitely make the model better. We have tried to segment the INBreast dataset using U-Net. Since only 116 images in this dataset, the training data must be augmented. However, when we added the rotation data, the DSC decreased by 0.3. In addition, in test procedure, we set sampling ranges based on the characteristics of the human body, meanwhile, we sample one pixel every three to predict its label. The labels of un-sampled pixels are determined by its neighbors. Therefore, the computing cost of our method is competitive to the image-based methods.
Taking the kidney tumor segmentation as an example, we compare Crossover-Net with U-Net and SegCaps on the training time and storage size (since the sampling region is set in the test procedure, the test time will not be compared). We implement Crossover-Net and U-Net with Python 3.6 [50] . For U-Net, the Dice loss is adopted and the best test results are obtained after 28 epochs. We obtain the code of SegCaps from [51] and modify the code relevant to reading and converting images. This model is trained on four GPUs and converges after 16 epochs with one epoch taking about 100 minutes. The training time of Crossover-Net is significantly desirable (Table IV) . Also, the model storage size of our method is smaller than that of the other two methods.
Generally, for the patch-based models, learning necessary information on patches is one of the core-strengths of the convolutional network, no matter the shape of the patch is square or rectangle. Then, is it still desirable to employ the crossover-patch? We have done extensive comparison among small and large square patches, rectangular patches, and our crossover-patches on kidney tumor segmentation. The performances of square patches are obviously inferior to that of our patches. For tissues with complicated texture, the small square patch cannot capture discriminative information enough, while the large one may include more noise. We also compare with the model based on multi-scale square patches, and Table  I illustrates the remarkable performance of our model. The vertical or horizontal patches are also uncompetitive with crossover-patches obviously (see Fig. 8 ).
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed a Crossover-Net model for nonelongated tissue segmentation tasks. Three factors contribute to the superior performance of our model to learn tissue-sensitive features automatically: (1) both vertical and horizontal contextual information is included in the crossover-patch as a whole for better performance, (2) the proposed Crossover-Net tries to learn features based on the cross information in an end-toend manner, and (3) the constraint loss term emphasizes the connection between the vertical and horizontal patches in a same crossover-patch to utilize information more effectively and efficiently. Besides, we sampled patches densely around boundaries and sparsely far away from the targets, which could effectively guarantee the distribution of patches and avoiding redundancy. The new model was applied to the segmentation task on three different modal datasets, and all achieved good segmentation results. In the experiments, we not only fully verified the good and robust performance of Crossover-Net, but also highlighted the ability of the patch-based method to capture boundary detail information by using pixel-centric local information, which is what the image-based model lacks. Finally, we also conducted in-depth discussions on the training time and storage size of the two types of models, verifying the competitiveness of our model in these two aspects compared to the image-based model.
The problem with the new model is that when the segmentation target is too large, it is necessary to sample larger patches and design a deeper network. This will lead to an increase in training time, so the next work is to design a more efficient model. How to use cross information more effectively is the key point of future work. Furthermore, extending our model to elongated tissue segmentation tasks, such as vessel segmentation, is also an appealing topic.
